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Appendix

The demonstration of the Theorem for validating CBAC for one component can be prove through sequent Calculus: CBAC 1C = b âŠ¢ C pf âŠ¢ S, I pf, b âŠ¢ C, S, I. 
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Static Permissions for one Component - Demonstration



The demonstration of the Theorem for validating CBAC for one component can be prove through sequent Calculus: CBAC 1C = b ⊢ C pf ⊢ S, I pf, b ⊢ C, S, I



with C ⊢ CS ∧ CI S, I ⊢ C



C ⊢ CS



pf, b, S, I ⊢ C, S, IC pf, b ⊢ C



and C ⊢ CS ∧ CI C ⊢ CS , CI



pf, b ⊢ CS , CI



C ⊢ CI p ⊢ Ap



p, pf, b ⊢ CS ∧ Ap , CI Which describes a Component Platform pf , with a given bundle b to be installed, provider by a bundle provider p. Under this configuration, the conjunction of the called Sensitive methods CS and the list of Authorized methods by the security policy Ap must be valid. Which is tantamount to: 0



This work is partially funded by MUSE II IST FP6 Project n026442.



If Permission is given:



CBAC 1C = CS ⊢ Ap ∧ CS p, pf, b ⊢ CS ∧ Ap , CI



⊢ Ap ∧ CS , ¬CS



p, pf, b ⊢ CS ∧ Ap ∧ (Ap ∧ CS ), ¬CS , CI p, pf, b ⊢ CS ∧ Ap , CI



If Permission is refused: CBAC 1C = CS ⊢ ¬Ap ∧ CS p, pf, b ⊢ CS ∧ Ap , CI



⊢ ¬Ap ∧ CS , ¬CS



p, pf, b ⊢ CS ∧ Ap ∧ (¬Ap ∧ CS ), ¬CS , CI p, pf, b ⊢ CI



Which means that a bundle can be installed if the validity of all the Sensitive Calls CS is implied by the list of Authorized Calls Ap . Otherwise, only the non sensitive calls can be executed, which mean that the bundle can not be installed for normal execution.
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Static Permissions for N Component - Demonstration



The demonstration of the Theorem for validating CBAC for one component can be prove through sequent Calculus:



CBAC N C = bi ⊢ {b}j bi ⊢ bj ∧ bk ∧ . . . ∧ bq



bj ⊢ P SCbj



bi ⊢ CSpf,bi



bi ⊢ bj ∧ bk ∧ . . . ∧ bq , CSpf,bi , bj ⇒ P SCbj pi , pf ⊢ Api



bi ⊢ CSpf,bi , P SCbj ∧ P SCbk ∧ . . . ∧ P SCbq



bi , pi , pf ⊢ Api ∧ CSpf,bi , Api ∧ P SCbj ∧ P SCbk ∧ . . . ∧ P SCbq bi , pi , pf ⊢ Api ∧ (CSpf,bi ∨ P SC{b}j ) bi , pi , pf ⊢ Api ∧ P SC{b}i Which describes a Component Platform pf , with a given bundle bi to be installed, provider by a bundle provider pi . Under this configuration, the conjunction of the Sensitive methods called directly or indirectly by the bundle i, noted P SC{b}i and the list of Authorized methods by the security policy Api must be valid. Which is tantamount to: If Permission is given: CBAC N C = P SC{b}i ⊢ Ap ∧ P SC{b}i bi , pi , pf ⊢ Api ∧ P SC{b}i



⊢ Ap ∧ P SC{b}i , ¬P SC{b}i



bi , pi , pf ⊢ Api ∧ P SC{b}i ∧ Ap ∧ P SC{b}i , ¬P SC{b}i bi , pi , pf ⊢ Api ∧ P SC{b}i , ¬P SC{b}i If Permission is refused: CBAC N C = P SC{b}i ⊢ ¬Ap ∧ P SC{b}i bi , pi , pf ⊢ Api ∧ P SC{b}i bi , pi , pf ⊢ Api ∧ P SC{b}i ∧ ¬Ap ∧ P SC{b}i , ¬P SC{b}i bi , pi , pf ⊢ ¬P SC{b}i



⊢ ¬Ap ∧ P SC{b}i , ¬P SC{b}i



Which means that a bundle can be installed if the validity of all the Sensitive Calls P SC{b}i performed directly or indirectly bu the bundle i is implied by the list of Authorized Calls Ap . Otherwise, only the non sensitive calls can be executed, which mean that the bundle can not be installed for normal execution.
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Special rights. 33%. - Some interest. 47%. 1,7%. B5. In your opinion, do some species like dolphins, whales, sharks, turtles deserve : - No special consideration.
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Appendix 

precipitation as a surrogate for water flow and air temperature as a surrogate for water temperature. As previous studies showed that stream temperatures ...
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APPENDIX B 

Sep 10, 2007 - Page 25 / 33 condition of firmware update of BT using our Firmware Downloader tool. EX. HOST â†’ BT : AT+BTDFUâ†µ. BT â†’ HOST : âˆ OKâˆ .
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Appendix Useful Formulas .fr 

The indices a, b correspond to the quark color and run from 1 to 3; the indices ..... In addition to the quark-boson and and lepton-boson couplings given above,.
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Appendix B: Grid Configurations 
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Autres commentaires? Questions for COTCO and FEDEC employees: 1. Quelle pensez-vous est la plus grand problÃ¨me/challenge que les. Bakola-Bagyeli ...
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APPENDIX I - SYNCHROTRON RADIATION 

in memory for further data treatment. Fig. ..... Abstract : The control of material's properties is of fundamental importance in the design of high performance materials ... In the case of polymers, a number of studies have been reported on tensile.
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Appendix F - Current Rulings 

Values - Limited. Things are "limited" if you are not permitted all of what you are otherwise entitled to. For instance, if you can. Force drain for three at the Death ...
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